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Description

[0001] The invention relates to the field of gears.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Gas turbine engines, such as those which pow-
er aircraft and industrial equipment, employ a compres-
sor to compress air that is drawn into the engine and a
turbine to capture energy associated with the combustion
of a fuel-air mixture. The engine includes a bearing com-
partment that houses bearings, where the bearings sup-
port hardware of the engine. FIG. 2A illustrates a bearing
compartment 200 in accordance with the prior art. Sta-
tionary carbon segments 204a and 204b interface with
respective seal runners 210a and 210b (the seal runners
are sometimes referred to as seal plates or seal seats in
the art), where the seal runners 210a and 210b rotate
when the engine is operated. An interface 216a/216b be-
tween a carbon segment 204a/204b and a seal runner
210a/210b may be prone to heating when the engine is
operated, such that oil may be provided via one or more
holes (not shown) formed in the seal runner 210a/210b
in order to cool the seal runner 210a/210b. In some in-
stances, oil is sprayed directly onto the rotating seal run-
ner 210a/210b.
[0003] As the engine is operated, the seal runners
210a and 210b eject at least some of the oil in a radially
outward/outboard direction. In an effort to shield a bevel
gear 228 and associated towershaft 234 that are located
radially outward of the seal runners 210a and 210b from
the oil, a baffle 240 is included. A typical bevel gear is
described in DE 1,911,612 A1.
[0004] Referring to FIG. 2B, a closer view of the bevel
gear 228/towershaft 234 of FIG. 2A is shown. In partic-
ular, in FIG. 2B the bevel gear 228 is shown in positional
relationship relative to a bull gear 248, where the bull
gear 248 may represent a second instance of a bevel
gear. Oil is purposefully/intentionally applied to the gears
228 and 248 to lubricate the gears; the arrow 254a rep-
resents the use of an into-mesh oiling technique and the
arrow 254b represents the use of an out-of-mesh oiling
technique as would be known to one of skill in the art.
The arrow 260 represents an impingement of oil onto,
e.g., the bevel gear 228.
[0005] The impingement of the oil onto the gears 228
and 248 is due to the motion of rotating components (e.g.,
the rotation of the seal runners 210a and 210b of FIG.
2A as described above). The impingement of oil onto a
cone wall (e.g., cone wall 228b - see FIG. 2C) of a gear
(e.g., gear 228), or any entrainment of oil into gear teeth
(e.g., gear teeth 228a and 248a, where the oil then pass-
es into the gear mesh between locations highlighted by
254a and 254b in FIG. 2B), consumes some of the power
that would otherwise be utilized as engine output. Addi-
tionally, heat is added unnecessarily to the oil because
of this power loss/efficiency reduction. This additional
heat needs to be removed via a heat exchanger, further

reducing engine efficiency. As the oil is eventually ex-
pelled from the cone wall and/or the gear teeth of the
gear, the oil will tend to be expelled in an uncontrolled
manner (e.g., in an uncontrolled direction). This expelled
oil will then contact other (rotating) components, further
increasing the heat that is generated.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0006] The following presents a disclosure of the in-
vention as claimed in independent claim 1 in order to
prevent the above mentioned disadvantages.
[0007] Further embodiments are laid down in the de-
pendent claims.
[0008] Aspects of the invention are directed to a gear
comprising: gear teeth, a cone wall having an interior
surface that forms a chamber, where the gear teeth ex-
tend circumferentially from a distal end of the cone wall,
a dam that extends radially inward on the interior surface
and is axially disposed between the cone wall and the
gear teeth, and at least one aperture formed in the cone
wall to allow fluid on the interior surface to exit the cham-
ber, where the at least one aperture is located a first
distance from the gear teeth along a length of the gear
and the dam is located a second distance from the gear
teeth along the length of the gear, and where the first
distance is greater than the second distance. In some
embodiments, the dam is a full hoop structure. In some
embodiments, at least one of the cone wall or the dam
is made of a metal or a metal alloy. In some embodiments,
the gear is one of a bevel gear, a bull gear, or a spur gear.
[0009] Further aspects of the invention are directed to
an engine comprising: a bull gear that includes first gear
teeth, and a bevel gear that includes second gear teeth
coupled to the first gear teeth, the bevel gear including:
a cone wall having an interior surface that forms a cham-
ber, where the second gear teeth extend circumferential-
ly from a distal end of the cone wall, a dam that extends
radially inward on the interior surface and is axially dis-
posed between the cone wall and the second gear teeth,
and at least one aperture formed in the cone wall to allow
fluid on the interior surface to exit the chamber, where
the at least one aperture is located a first distance from
the second gear teeth along a length of the bevel gear
and the dam is located a second distance from the sec-
ond gear teeth along the length of the bevel gear, and
where the first distance is greater than the second dis-
tance. In some embodiments, the at least one aperture
formed in the cone wall of the gear of the engine conveys
a fluid that impinges upon the cone wall subsequent to
the fluid contacting the dam. In some embodiments, the
fluid conveyed by the at least one aperture formed in the
cone wall of the gear of the engine includes oil. In some
embodiments, the engine further comprises a baffle that
redirects the fluid that exits the at least one aperture in
a predetermined direction. In some embodiments, the
predetermined direction is based on at least one of an
orientation of the at least one aperture or an orientation
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of the baffle. In some embodiments, the engine further
comprises at least one conduit that captures the fluid that
exits the at least one aperture. In some embodiments,
the at least one conduit routes the fluid to at least one of
a tank, a sump, or a scavenge line. In some embodi-
ments, the at least one aperture includes a plurality of
apertures formed in the cone wall of the gear of the en-
gine.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The present disclosure is illustrated by way of
example and not limited in the accompanying figures in
which like reference numerals indicate similar elements.
The drawing figures are not necessarily drawn to scale
unless specifically indicated otherwise.

FIG. 1 is a side cutaway illustration of a geared tur-
bine engine.
FIG. 2A illustrates a bearing compartment in accord-
ance with the prior art.
FIG. 2B illustrates a bevel gear in relationship to a
bull gear in accordance with the prior art.
FIG. 2C illustrates an impingement of oil about a bev-
el gear in accordance with the prior art.
FIG. 3 illustrates a bevel gear incorporating a dam
and at least one cooperatively adjacent aperture in
accordance with the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] It is noted that various connections are set forth
between elements in the following description and in the
drawings (the contents of which are incorporated in this
specification by way of reference). It is noted that these
connections are general and, unless specified otherwise,
may be direct or indirect and that this specification is not
intended to be limiting in this respect. A coupling between
two or more entities may refer to a direct connection or
an indirect connection. An indirect connection may incor-
porate one or more intervening entities or a space/gap
between the entities that are being coupled to one an-
other.
[0012] Aspects of the disclosure are directed to appa-
ratuses, systems, and methods associated with an en-
gine. In some embodiments, a gear train of the engine
may include one or more gears. A gear may include a
dam that may substantially prevent oil that impinges upon
a web/cone wall of the gear from entering gear teeth of
the gear. Upon contacting the dam, the oil may be direct-
ed to one or more apertures located around at least a
portion of a circumference of the gear. The oil may exit
the gear at the apertures. The oil that exits the apertures
may be directed away from other components and/or col-
lected/captured for use elsewhere.
[0013] The invention may be applied in connection with
a gas turbine engine. FIG. 1 is a side cutaway illustration
of a geared turbine engine 10. This turbine engine 10

extends along an axial centerline 12 between an up-
stream airflow inlet 14 and a downstream airflow exhaust
16. The turbine engine 10 includes a fan section 18, a
compressor section 19, a combustor section 20 and a
turbine section 21. The compressor section 19 includes
a low pressure compressor (LPC) section 19A and a high
pressure compressor (HPC) section 19B. The turbine
section 21 includes a high pressure turbine (HPT) section
21A and a low pressure turbine (LPT) section 21B.
[0014] The engine sections 18-21 are arranged se-
quentially along the centerline 12 within an engine hous-
ing 22. Each of the engine sections 18-19B, 21A and 21B
includes a respective rotor 24-28. Each of these rotors
24-28 includes a plurality of rotor blades arranged cir-
cumferentially around and connected to one or more re-
spective rotor disks. The rotor blades, for example, may
be formed integral with or mechanically fastened, weld-
ed, brazed, adhered and/or otherwise attached to the
respective rotor disk(s).
[0015] The fan rotor 24 is connected to a gear train 30,
for example, through a fan shaft 32. The gear train 30
and the LPC rotor 25 are connected to and driven by the
LPT rotor 28 through a low speed shaft 33. The HPC
rotor 26 is connected to and driven by the HPT rotor 27
through a high speed shaft 34. The shafts 32-34 are ro-
tatably supported by a plurality of bearings 36; e.g., rolling
element and/or thrust bearings. Each of these bearings
36 is connected to the engine housing 22 by at least one
stationary structure such as, for example, an annular sup-
port strut.
[0016] As one skilled in the art would appreciate, in
some embodiments a fan drive gear system (FDGS),
which may be incorporated as part of the gear train 30,
may be used to separate the rotation of the fan rotor 24
from the rotation of the rotor 25 of the low pressure com-
pressor section 19A and the rotor 28 of the low pressure
turbine section 21B. For example, such an FDGS may
allow the fan rotor 24 to rotate at a different (e.g., slower)
speed relative to the rotors 25 and 28.
[0017] During operation, air enters the turbine engine
10 through the airflow inlet 14, and is directed through
the fan section 18 and into a core gas path 38 and a
bypass gas path 40. The air within the core gas path 38
may be referred to as "core air". The air within the bypass
gas path 40 may be referred to as "bypass air". The core
air is directed through the engine sections 19-21, and
exits the turbine engine 10 through the airflow exhaust
16 to provide forward engine thrust. Within the combustor
section 20, fuel is injected into a combustion chamber 42
and mixed with compressed core air. This fuel-core air
mixture is ignited to power the turbine engine 10. The
bypass air is directed through the bypass gas path 40
and out of the turbine engine 10 through a bypass nozzle
44 to provide additional forward engine thrust. This ad-
ditional forward engine thrust may account for a majority
(e.g., more than 70 percent) of total engine thrust. Alter-
natively, at least some of the bypass air may be directed
out of the turbine engine 10 through a thrust reverser to
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provide reverse engine thrust.
[0018] FIG. 1 represents one possible configuration for
an engine 10. The invention may be applied in connection
with other environments, including additional configura-
tions for gas turbine engines. The invention may be ap-
plied in connection with non-geared engines.
[0019] Referring now to FIG. 3, a bevel gear 328 in
accordance with aspects of this disclosure is shown. The
gear 328 may include an arrangement of gear teeth 328a
and a cone wall 328b. In some embodiments, the gear
teeth 328a and cone wall 328b may correspond to the
gear teeth 228a and cone wall 228b of FIGS. 2A-2C,
which is to say that a form factor/profile of the gear 328
may substantially coincide with a form factor/profile of
the gear 228 of FIGS. 2A-2C. In this respect, the gear
328 may serve as a drop-in replacement/substitute for
the gear 228 of FIGS. 2A-2C, such that the gear 328 may
be used to retrofit legacy platforms/engine architectures.
[0020] The gear 328 may include a dam 328c. The
dam 328c may be made of the same material as, e.g.,
the cone wall 328b of the gear 328 or may be made of a
different material. For example, the cone wall 328b
and/or the dam 328c may be made of one or more metals
or metal alloys. The dam 328c may be located at a given
position along a length/span 330 of the gear 328. The
dam 328c may be disposed between the cone wall 328b
and the gear teeth 328a. The dam 328c may be a full
hoop/ring structure that provides a lip that coincides with
an interior circumference/perimeter of the gear 328. The
dam/lip 328c may be sized to interrupt the axial compo-
nent of the flow of oil from a chamber 328e formed on an
interior surface 328g of the cone wall 328b. It is contem-
plated that the dam/lip 328c may include a plurality of
discrete cooperating structures, rather than a full
hoop/ring structure, to disrupt the flow of oil axially out of
the chamber 328e and redirect the oil to flow radially out-
ward via one or more holes/apertures as described be-
low.
[0021] The gear 328 may include one or more
holes/apertures 328d. The apertures 328d may be
formed in the cone wall 328b and extend radially outward
relative to a longitudinal axis 328f of the gear 328 (where
the longitudinal axis 328f is oriented in the same direction
as the length/span 330). A position of the apertures 328d
may substantially coincide with the position of the dam
328c as shown in FIG. 3 in terms of location along the
length/span 330 of the gear 328. The apertures 328d
may be located a first distance from the gear teeth 328a
and the dam 328c may be located a second distance
from the gear teeth 328a. The first distance may be dif-
ferent from (e.g., greater than) the second distance. In
one embodiment, the dam 328c is located axially adja-
cent to the one or more holes/apertures 328d, and the
dam 328c is axially distal with respect to the one or more
holes/apertures 328d.
[0022] In operation, oil 260 that impinges upon the
web/cone wall 328b of the gear 328 may travel along
(e.g., up) the cone wall 328b in a direction towards the

gear teeth 328a until the oil contacts the dam 328c. Upon
contacting the dam 328c, the oil may be centrifuged out-
ward through the apertures 328d. In this manner, the oil
may be substantially precluded from entering the gear
teeth 328a, thus improving oil management.
[0023] Relative to the gear 228 of FIGS. 2A-2C, the oil
may exit the gear 328 of FIG. 3 in a more uniform manner
(e.g., in a more uniform direction) as the location of the
holes 328d will be established in advance. In this respect,
relative to the gear 228 of FIGS. 2A-2C, it may be easier
to redirect the oil exiting the gear 328/apertures 328d of
FIG. 3 away from other components and/or capture the
oil for use elsewhere.
[0024] FIG. 3 illustrates two techniques that may be
used for processing the oil as it exits the apertures 328d.
Reference character 334 pertains to a baffle that may be
used to redirect the oil exiting the apertures 328d in a
given/predetermined direction, based on an orientation
of the apertures 328d and/or an orientation of the baffle
334. Reference character 340 pertains to a conduit/chan-
nel that may be used to capture and route the oil exiting
the apertures 328d to a given/predetermined location 348
(e.g., a sump, a scavenge line, a tank, etc.). (The oil col-
lection system 340 is fixed to ground, while the gear 328
is rotating. Oil will depart through the holes in the gear
328d, forming a disc of oil in space surrounding the gear,
as it sheds off of the rotating gear. The conduit 340 would
essentially be constructed as an open annulus that would
receive this oil disc regardless of the position in the arc
of rotation where it leaves the gear. While there might be
a similar or identical number of conduits 340 to the
number of holes in the gear 328d, because the gear is
rotating relative to the conduit, we wouldn’t necessarily
match them up in sets.
[0025] A particular parameter (e.g., dimension, mate-
rial, etc.) that is used for the dam 328c may be selected
based a finite element analysis. Such an analysis may
be used to ensure that the structural integrity of the gear
328/dam 328c is sufficient to meet one or more applica-
tion requirements/environmental conditions. A fluid flow
analysis may be performed to determine one or more
parameters (e.g., location, count, dimension) for the ap-
ertures 328d. The fluid flow analysis may be based on
the amount/volume of oil 260 that is expected to impinge
upon the gear 328.
[0026] Technical effects and benefits of the invention
include an ability to reduce/minimize an amount/volume
of oil that enters gear teeth of a gear, such as for example
oil that originates as impingement oil upon the gear. In
this manner, the amount of heat that is generated may
be reduced/minimized, thereby reducing/minimizing the
amount of heat sinks (or, analogously, heat sink capacity)
that may be required. Furthermore, the reduction in oil
that enters the gear teeth may help to increase/maximize
engine output power/efficiency.
[0027] While some of the examples described herein
relate to providing oil to a gear, aspects of the invention
may be used to provide any type of fluid (e.g., any type
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of liquid) to the gear. Examples of such fluids may include
hydraulic fluid, fuel (e.g., gasoline), refrigerant, etc.
[0028] While some of the examples described herein
relate to bevel and bull gears the invention may be ap-
plied in connection with other types of gears, such as for
example a spur gear.
[0029] The invention has been described in terms of
illustrative embodiments thereof. Numerous other em-
bodiments, modifications, and variations within the scope
of the appended claims will occur to persons of ordinary
skill in the art from a review of this disclosure.

Claims

1. A gear (328) comprising:

gear teeth (328a);
a cone wall (328b) having an interior surface
(328g) that forms a chamber (328e), where the
gear teeth (328a) extend circumferentially from
a distal end of the cone wall (328b);
a dam (328c) that extends radially inward on the
interior surface (328g); and
at least one aperture (328d) formed in the cone
wall (328b) to allow fluid on the interior surface
(328g) to exit the chamber (328e),
characterised in that
the at least one aperture (328d) is located a first
distance from the gear teeth (328a) along a
length of the gear (328) and the dam (328c) is
located a second distance from the gear teeth
(328a) along the length of the gear (328), and
wherein the first distance is greater than the sec-
ond distance,
wherein the dam is axially disposed between the
cone wall (328b) and the gear teeth (328a).

2. The gear of claim 1, wherein the dam (328c) is a full
hoop structure.

3. The gear of claim 1 or 2, wherein at least one of the
cone wall (328b) or the dam (328c) is made of a
metal or a metal alloy.

4. The gear of claim 1, 2 or 3 wherein the gear (328) is
one of a bevel gear, a bull gear, or a spur gear.

5. An engine comprising:

a bull gear that includes first gear teeth; and
a gear (328) as claimed in any preceding claim,
wherein the gear (328) is a bevel gear and the
gear teeth (328a) are second gear teeth coupled
to the first gear teeth.

6. The engine of claim 5, wherein the at least one ap-
erture (328d) conveys a fluid that impinges upon the

cone wall (328b) subsequent to the fluid contacting
the dam (328c).

7. The engine of claim 6, wherein the fluid includes oil.

8. The engine of claim 6 or 7, further comprising:
a baffle (334) that redirects the fluid that exits the at
least one aperture (328d) in a predetermined direc-
tion.

9. The engine of claim 8, wherein the predetermined
direction is based on at least one of an orientation
of the at least one aperture (328d) or an orientation
of the baffle (334).

10. The engine of any of claims 5 to 9, further comprising:
at least one conduit (340) that captures the fluid that
exits the at least one aperture (328d).

11. The engine of claim 10, wherein the at least one con-
duit (340) routes the fluid to at least one of a tank, a
sump, or a scavenge line.

12. The engine of any of claims 5 to 11, wherein the at
least one aperture (328d) includes a plurality of ap-
ertures (328d) formed in the cone wall (328b).

Patentansprüche

1. Getriebe (328), umfassend:

Getriebezähne (328a);
eine Konuswand (328b) mit einer Innenfläche
(328g), welche eine Kammer (328e) bildet, wo-
bei sich die Getriebezähne (328a) in Umfangs-
richtung von einem distalen Ende der Konus-
wand (328b) erstrecken;
einen Damm (328c), der sich an der Innenfläche
(328g) radial nach innen erstreckt; und
mindestens eine Öffnung (328d), die in der Ko-
nuswand (328b) gebildet ist, um zu ermögli-
chen, dass Fluid an der Innenfläche (328g) aus
der Kammer (328e) austritt,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
sich die mindestens eine Öffnung (328d) mit ei-
nem ersten Abstand von den Getriebezähnen
(328a) entlang einer Länge des Getriebes (328)
befindet und sich der Damm (328c) mit einem
zweiten Abstand von den Getriebezähnen
(328a) entlang der Länge des Getriebes (328)
befindet, und wobei der erste Abstand größer
ist als der zweite Abstand,
wobei der Damm axial zwischen der Konus-
wand (328b) und den Getriebezähnen (328a)
angeordnet ist.

2. Getriebe nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Damm (328c)
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eine vollumfängliche Struktur ist.

3. Getriebe nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei mindestens
eines von der Konuswand (328b) oder dem Damm
(328c) aus einem Metall oder einer Metalllegierung
besteht.

4. Getriebe nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei das Ge-
triebe (328) eines von einem Kegelgetriebe, einem
Großradgetriebe oder einem Stirnradgetriebe ist.

5. Motor, umfassend:

ein Großradgetriebe, welches erste Getriebe-
zähne beinhaltet; und
ein Getriebe (328) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei das Getriebe (328) ein
Kegelgetriebe ist und die Getriebezähne (328a)
zweite Getriebezähne sind, die an die ersten
Getriebezähne gekoppelt sind.

6. Motor nach Anspruch 5, wobei die mindestens eine
Öffnung (328d) ein Fluid transportiert, welches auf
die Konuswand (328b) auftrifft, nachdem das Fluid
den Damm (328c) berührt hat.

7. Motor nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Fluid Öl beinhal-
tet.

8. Motor nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, ferner umfassend:
eine Ablenkplatte (334), die das Fluid, welches aus
der mindestens einen Öffnung (328d) austritt, in eine
vorbestimmte Richtung umleitet.

9. Motor nach Anspruch 8, wobei die vorbestimmte
Richtung auf mindestens einer von einer Ausrich-
tung der mindestens einen Öffnung (328d) oder ei-
ner Ausrichtung der Ablenkplatte (334) basiert.

10. Motor nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 9, ferner um-
fassend:
mindestens eine Leitung (340), welche das Fluid,
welches aus der mindestens einen Öffnung (328d)
austritt, aufnimmt.

11. Motor nach Anspruch 10, wobei die mindestens eine
Leitung (340) das Fluid zu mindestens einem von
einem Tank, einer Wanne oder einer Spülleitung lei-
tet.

12. Motor nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 11, wobei die
mindestens eine Öffnung (328d) eine Vielzahl von
Öffnungen (328d) beinhaltet, die in der Konuswand
(328b) gebildet ist.

Revendications

1. Engrenage (328) comprenant :

des dents d’engrenage (328a) ;
une paroi conique (328b) ayant une surface in-
térieure (328g) qui forme une chambre (328e),
où les dents d’engrenage (328a) s’étendent cir-
conférentiellement à partir d’une extrémité dis-
tale de la paroi conique (328b) ;
un barrage (328c) qui s’étend radialement vers
l’intérieur sur la surface intérieure (328g) ; et
au moins un orifice (328d) formé dans la paroi
conique (328b) pour permettre au fluide sur la
surface intérieure (328g) de sortir de la chambre
(328e),
caractérisé en ce que

l’au moins un orifice (328d) est situé à une
première distance des dents d’engrenage
(328a) le long d’une longueur de l’engrena-
ge (328) et le barrage (328c) est situé à une
seconde distance des dents d’engrenage
(328a) le long de la longueur de l’engrenage
(328), et dans lequel la première distance
est supérieure à la seconde distance,
dans lequel le barrage est disposé axiale-
ment entre la paroi conique (328b) et les
dents d’engrenage (328a).

2. Engrenage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
barrage (328c) est une structure à arceau complet.

3. Engrenage selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
au moins l’un de la paroi conique (328b) ou du bar-
rage (328c) est constitué d’un métal ou d’un alliage
métallique.

4. Engrenage selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, dans
lequel l’engrenage (328) est l’un d’un engrenage co-
nique, d’un engrenage principal ou d’un engrenage
droit.

5. Moteur comprenant :

un engrenage principal qui comporte des pre-
mières dents d’engrenage ; et
un engrenage (328) selon une quelconque re-
vendication précédente, dans lequel l’engrena-
ge (328) est un engrenage conique et les dents
d’engrenage (328a) sont des secondes dents
d’engrenage couplées aux premières dents
d’engrenage.

6. Moteur selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’au
moins un orifice (328d) transporte un fluide qui heur-
te la paroi conique (328b) après que le fluide entre
en contact avec le barrage (328c) .
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7. Moteur selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le fluide
comporte de l’huile.

8. Moteur selon la revendication 6 ou 7, comprenant
en outre :
un déflecteur (334) qui redirige le fluide en sortie de
l’au moins un orifice (328d) dans une direction pré-
déterminée.

9. Moteur selon la revendication 8, dans lequel la di-
rection prédéterminée est basée sur au moins l’une
d’une orientation de l’au moins un orifice (328d) ou
d’une orientation du déflecteur (334) .

10. Moteur selon l’une quelconque des revendications
5 à 9, comprenant en outre :
au moins un conduit (340) qui capture le fluide en
sortie de l’au moins un orifice (328d).

11. Moteur selon la revendication 10, dans lequel l’au
moins un conduit (340) achemine le fluide vers au
moins l’un d’un réservoir, d’un puisard ou d’une ligne
de récupération.

12. Moteur selon l’une quelconque des revendications
5 à 11, dans lequel l’au moins un orifice (328d) com-
porte une pluralité d’orifices (328d) formée dans la
paroi conique (328b).
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